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Thank you for downloading this eBook. This manual is FREE and is available at
www.howtolearnmagick.com! If you are interested in magick and learning how to gain psychic and
magical powers I suggest you download the #1 book on magical training which you can get by clicking
this link!
Within this manual you will discover more modern methods of wisdom attained through magick. You
are not going to be told to follow a certain system or path of magic or to worship any Gods or deities.
The training I provide at www.howtolearnmagick.com is based on the theory of Chaos Magick. I have
been training for over 25+ years in the magical arts and I aspire to bring you the foundation and keys
necessary to unlock very magical ability and psychic wisdom in your daily life. Many people believe that
a simple magic spell is all they need to unlock power.
Unfortunately 99% of those people will never achieve any results with their magical intent. However
there are 1% of magicians, wizards and witches who do actively engage and harness the powers of the
Universe to attain their personal desires and wishes. I am one of these people.
I go by the name Dreaming Wizard. I am an anonymous magician and felt compelled to expose what
works and how to actually attain the status of a wizard or witch. Now I am not talking about Harry
Potter or any fictional witchcraft. I am talking about the real deal. I will show you how to harness the
powers of your thought, willpower and imagination to literally get whatever you want from your life. I
have used magic for over 25+ years. I am a Master of only myself. However I know I have many things
I can teach you. That is why I created the website www.howtolearnmagick.com
If you have not already, join my free 7-day magic training system and download my guide How To Gain
Psychic & Magick Powers Exposed by visiting this page
This free magic pdf is going to share with you my thoughts and different essays that expose magic,
problems with magic, and other related topics. If you want further training download How To Gain
Psychic & Magick Powers Exposed at this link. If you would like further training you can also sign up for
my free 7-day magical empowerment training program available at that page. Sit back and relax as I
expose some information you will need to know if you ever wish to truly achieve magical power and
psychic ability within the following report below.

How To Become Your Highest Self With Magic
Spells!
Being able to call yourself a magician, a wizard or a witch is an easy thing. Ultimately it will take a lot of
work on your self and your personality and disposing of baser elements of yourself that are not
practical to your ultimate identity. Being able to open yourself up to witchcraft and magic abilities will
first be dependent on your growth and personal self. You will have to really question everything about
yourself and this process can take years long depending on how hard you pursue the ultimate question
of who are you? Why are you here? What is your purpose?
If you cannot first answer these questions about who you are then don't expect to get too far with
magic spells or witchcraft.
You will need to question everything about yourself most importantly the beliefs and perspectives on
spirituality and the complexities of life. You will need to question everything you have ever believed or
held to be true. You need to distinguish for yourself what you know for fact and what has been
ingrained in you from society or environment.
You will need to have a full and thorough understanding of all the shades and nuances of your
personality. You will need to also explore different parts of your psyche and this includes analyzing
your dreams. Knowing yourself is one of the most vital components of making magic spells that actually
work do what you intend them to do. If you have no power or knowledge of yourself don't expect to get
too far when you try using magic spells or witchcraft.
Everything about magic spells and witchcraft will depend entirely on you and your beliefs. If you have a
strong belief in a certain religion that has taught you that magic is bad then you will have serious issues
with using magic until you uproot these old religious beliefs. I explain that to many people who have
been taught a certain global religion their whole lives who try to step away from it and pursue the
worlds and dynamics of magic spells.
You will have to decide your ultimate purpose and what you intend to do with your life. When you have
a solid path and a clear destination with what you wish to do with your life your magic will become more
powerful. Many people live their lives without knowing what their personal purpose or reason for being
is.
So they use magic to counteract things in their lives or to take control of certain situations that they
themselves have created. People who live with no major life purpose will never be able to fully
understand and realize the full potential of magic. I have seen magicians I know go from absolute
poverty to becoming millionaires because that was their ultimate goal and purpose. I have seen other
people whose purpose was to find true romantic love and they did indeed find life partners they are
madly in love with.
Using magic spells that actually work will depend on having full control over yourself and your life path.
If you are aimlessly drifting through life and trying to use magic to control certain aspects of your life or
people you won't have much luck. Part of using magic is to find your ultimate purpose and your Highest
Self.
Being your Highest Self is the unfoldment and development of you becoming the optimal and best
version of yourself you can be in this lifetime. This should be of primary importance for anyone that
wishes to use magic spells that work for their ultimate purpose.
Yes, you can use magic spells for smaller things in life but you can also use it to unleash inner powers
within yourself to change and become the best you can be as well. Developing yourself to become your
best and greatest self should be the first focal mission that you step into while you walk the magical
path.
Personal growth and self-development should be the beginning steps that you take when you begin
using the worlds of witchcraft and magic spells. You will want to take a serious look at yourself and
analyze all the major parts of your mind. When you have full control over your mental environment,
beliefs, emotions, and other aspects you will have more overall power as a wizard, witch or a magician.
A magician will only be as powerful as he or she is personally. Many people believe that they can cast
magic spells out into the abyss of the universe with no real power over themselves let alone the fabric
of the universe. Yet worse, are people who will try to manipulate evil deeds and future events on other
people they feel have harmed them. These people fail to see the greater picture of learning from the
people who have wronged them and using magic to better themselves and their own personal lives. I
will state this very clearly right now: Do not use black magic. It will only come back on you and destroy
you even worse than the person or thing you intended harm against.
Living a magical life will have to be based on utilizing the right side of your brain which harnesses

Living a magical life will have to be based on utilizing the right side of your brain which harnesses
imagination and creativity as well as the left side of your brain which dominates the logical and
analyzing portions of your mind. The ultimate doorway to making magic spells actually work lies within
your subconscious mind.
This part of your mind is the doorway to infinite intelligence and creativity. You can gain real
information from these regions of your mind and it is the doorway that can turn your intentions and
commands in the form of magic spells that work into real things into the cosmos. Your subconscious
mind is one of the most powerful things in existence.
Before you start exploring how to contact different spiritual entities, Gods or Goddesses, first look
deeply into the labyrinth of the subconscious. Answers to every question you have ever wanted to
know of lay within. Inside this mysterious world is the entryway to infinite mystery and magic. I will tell
you now that dreaming is important and recording your dreams is of prime importance.
You will also have to understand your primal drives and motivations. You will have to look deep within
yourself and take a look at what puts you into motion and either drives you towards goals or holds you
back in the way of fear. You will have to take a look at certain things in your life that will need healing
or that need to be resolved. Many people will not look directly or squarely into themselves and forever
will chase outward things in their lives to make up for the internal damage they carry instead of
resolving and healing it.
Ultimately the ability to become a wizard, witch or magician will rely entirely on you and the work you do
to analyze yourself. You and only you can answer the questions of Who are you? Why are you here?
What is your purpose? Focus on these questions and meditate on them.
When you can find a higher purpose for your life and something you wish to attain you will have a goal
that you can set into motion. When you have an ultimate purpose you can begin using magic to
transmute yourself into your Higher Self. Be the best you can be and do not limit yourself. This is a
major secret of master wizards. Take this to your heart and remember it.
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